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Abstract
 
Structural Change, Employment

and Income Distribution:
 
The Case of Korea 1960-1970
 
by
 
Daemo Kim
 
This paper analyzes changes in the distribution of income in Korea
 
between 1960 and 1970 in terms of changes in the structure of demand,
 
output, and employment. 
 As a result of data limitations the study is 
con­
fined to 
agriculture, mining, and manufacturing which comprised roughly
 
65 percent of the work force during the 1960s.
 
During the 1960s income inequality increased among industrial workers
 
but decreased among farmers. 
 On a countrywide basis (combining the two
 
groups) inequality increased. 
Changes in the structure of domestic demand
 
were 
the most unequalizing factor for both the countrywide distribution and
 
the distribution among industrial workers. 
 Rapid industrialization led to
 
a larger increase in the employment (and hence income) of the relatively
 
higher paid industrial workers than that of farmers. 
The relatively faster
 
growth of heavy industries which used more skilled (and higher paid)
 
workers increased inequality among industrial workers. 
 Export expansion
 
tended to narrow income inequality among industrial workers but increased
 
inequality among all households. Import substitution tended to equalize
 
countrywide distribution and, to a very small extent, the distribution
 
among industrial workers as 
well.
 

Structural Change, Employment
 
and Income Distribution:
 
The Case of Korea 1960-1970
 
1. Introduction
 
Since Kuznets first presented the hypothesis that income inequality
 
increases at the initial stage of growth and then eventually decreases,1
 
this hypothesis has been supported on several occasions. 2 
 Yet, it now
 
seems clear that the time period required to reach the "eventual decrease"
 
in inequality is beyond some tolerable span: 
 Almost two decades of rapid
 
growth in many developing countries has been of little or no 
benefit to a
 
large group of their population and, during the past few ears, the need
 
for policies aiming explicitly at the income distribution in general, and
 
the poverty problem in particular, has been increasingly called for.
 
Theories on the (size) distribution of income are one of the most
 
poorly established in economics. Consequently, studies on income distri­
bution frequently begin with the most basic questions like the following:
 
What determines income distribution? 
 Where or how can we possibly find
 
factors which contribute to income inequality?
 
1Simon Kuznets, "Economic Growth and Income Inequality," Ameri­
can Economic Review, 45 (March, 1955), 
1-28. 

-
2See, 
for example, Harry T. Oshima, "The International Comparison

of Size Distribution of Family Incomes with Specific Reference to Asia,"

Review of Economics and Statistics, 44 (November, 1962), 
439-445.
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Kuznets again made a suggestion in this regard by raising the
 
following question: Do structural changes that occur in the process of
 
growth affect the distribution of the growing income among the population?
 
Recently, Bell and Duloy identified four poverty groups, based on
 
2
 
access to remunerative employment and access to non-human assets. These
 
four groups are small farmers, landless laborers and submarginal farmers,
 
urban unemployed, and urban underemployed. Bell-Duloy's identification
 
thus implies that access to cultivable land is crucial to the rural poverty
 
problem, whereas access to employment opportunities is crucial to the ur­
ban poverty problem. This in turn implies that, in countries where the
 
scope for improving the access to land is not bright, the only hopeful
 
way to attack the poverty problem is to improve the access to employment
 
opportunities.
 
The present study is intended to quantitatively identify factors
 
which contributed to the change in patterns of income distribution in
 
Korea between 1960-1970. Following Kuznets' suggestion, this study will
 
begin with analyzing the structural change, or the change in output com­
position as conceived in this study, which occurred during the period. In
 
accordance with Bell-Duloy's identification, and in view of the fact that
 
the supply of cultivable land is virtually fixed in Korea, the change in
 
patterns of employment will be brought into a special focus. Factors
 
ISimon Kuznets, "Quantitative Aspects of the Economic Growth of
 
Nations: VIII. Distribution by Size," Economic Develooment and Cultural
 
Change, 11 (January, 1963), 1-80.
 
2C.L.G. Bell and John H. Duloy, "Formulating a Strategy," in
 
Hollis B. Chenery eIt al., Redistribution with Growth (London: Oxford
 
University Press, 1974), Chapter V.
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which contributed to the change in output structure will first be
 
quantitatively identified. How these factors systematically affected
 
patterns of employment and income distribution will then be traced out.
 
Because of the lack of relevant data, the analysis of the present
 
study will be confined to agriculture, mining, and manufacturing, which
 
together comprised roughly 65 percent of the economy's work force during
 
the 1960s. Since major changes in output structure during the period
 
occurred between agriculture and manufacturing, the analytical results
 
of the present study are expected to shed some light on the explanation
 
of the changing patterns of income distribution, despite the non­
comprehensiveness of coverage.
 
2. Analytical Framework
 
The analytical framework consists of two steps. The first step is
 
to quantitatively identify factors which contribute 
to the change in
 
output structure. The second step is to link the results of the first
 
step with the changes in patterns of employment and income distribution.
 
Decomposition of the Change in Output Structure
 
This subsection begins with the identity between total supply and
 
total demand. Total supply of a commodity is equal to its domestic
 
production (Q) plus importation (M), while total demand for a comodity
 
is equal to which in turn is the
its domestic demand (D, sum of domestic
 
intermediate demand DI and domestic final demand DF) plus exportation (X).
 
IAccording to 
the Bank of Korea, Economic Statistics Yearbook,
 
between 1960-70,. the share in GNP of agriculture, forestry, and fishery
 
decreased from 41.3% to 28.0%, while that of mining and manufacturing
 
increased from 12.1% to 22.8%.
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Therefore, for each commodity (industry),
 
Z - Q + M - D + X- DI + DF + X (1) 
Let u be the ratio of domestic production to total supply, u = Q/Z.
 
A rise (fall) in u means that the relative dependency of total supply upon
 
importation decreases (increases). Therefore, if u increases (decreases)
 
over time in an industry, that industry's import substitution is said to
 
1
 
be positive (negative). For each industry, then,
 
dQ -0 t- 00 
 (2)
 
tzt u0Z
- o
 
- (ut-u ) + a(Zt-z )
 
-dQM + dODI + dQDF + dQx
 
where Z= (Z + Zo )/2
 
u= (ut + u0)12
 
Subscripts o and t denote respectively the initial and the final
 
periods under consideration.
 
In equation (2), dQM, dQDI, dQDF, and dQx are intended to measure parts
 
of the change in domestic production for an industry attributable, respec­
tively, to import substitution, the change in domestic intermediate demand,
 
the change in domestic final demand, and export expansion.2
 
1This is Chenery's definition of import substitution. See his
 
"Patterns of Industrial Growth," American Economic Review, 50 (September,
 
1960), 624-654.
 
21n Lewis and Soligo, u 
instead of ! is used in equation (2).
(See Stephen R. Lewis and Ronald uoligo, "Growth: Some Country Experience--

South Korea," in Chenery et a1,, op. cit., Appendix.) As correctly pointed
 
out by Eysenbach (M. L. Eysenbach, "A Note on Growth and Structural Change

in Pakistan's Manufacturing Industry 1954-1964," Pakistan Development Review,
 
9 (Spring, 1969], 58-65) and Fane (George Fane, "Import Substitution and
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Decomposition of the Change in Employment Patterns
 
Let n be the ratio of the number of workers employed (N) to domestic
 
production (Q) in an industry, n -
N/Q. 
This ratio may vary for several
 
reasons, among which probably the most important are factor substitution
 
and technological progress. Consequently, a change in 
n over time will be
 
called a "techno-substitution" effect. 
 Fot aach industry,
 
dN - Nt- N 
 (3)
 
= nto - nQ
t
 
= (nt- no)b + ;(Qt- QO) 
= dnQ + BdQ M + .dQDI + ndQDF + TidQx 
(due to equation (2)) 
:dNT + dNM + dN + dN + dN 
T 9 DI DF X
 
Equation (3) thus decomposes the change in employment of an industry into
 
five parts, ascribed respectively to the techno-substitution effect,
 
import substitution, the change in domestic intermediate demand, .the
 
change in domestic final demand, and export expansion.
 
Now let fe be the ratio of the number of bracket I e workers (Ne) to
 
that of all workers (N) employed in an industry, fe _ N/N. Obviously,
 
the whole set of fe 
for an industry will show employment composition
 
within that industry. 
A change in fe over time will therefore be called
 
Export Expansion: Their Measurement and 
an Example of Their Application,"
Pakistan Develoument Review, 11 [Spring, 1971], 1-17) ut is also equally
viable. 
 In the present analysis, therefore, U (that is; the average be­
tween uo and ut) is used.
 
In the present study, the term "bracket" specifically refers to
 
income level for mining-manufacturing workers and land holding for
 
farmers.
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an "intra-industry composition" effect. For each industry, then,
 
dNe- Ne _ Ne (4)
 
t 0
 
-feN - feN
 
e-+ e 	 -ee 	 e
-dfeN +fedNT+ fedNM+ fdN D ± dNDF + fdN
x
 
(due to equation (3))
 
= dNcI + dN + d + dNDI + dNeF + dN
 
Equation (4) thus decomposes the change in employment of bracket e workers
 
in an industry into siz parts, attributed respectively to the intra­
industry composition effect, etc. Notice that, when equation (4) is
 
aggregated over all industries of an economy, the results will show not
 
only the change in employment patterns in the whole economy but sources
 
of that change.
 
Decomposition of the Change in Patterns of Income Distribution
 
e
Suppose we have information on the number (N ) and average income 
(ye) of each bracket of workers in the whole economy. We can then 
estimate the share of each bracket in the economy. Normally, however, 
our analytical interest is in shares of, say, quintiles rather than in
 
shares of brackets.
 
'
 Let ke q be the ratio of bracket e workers who belong to the 	qth
 
'
 quintile (Ne'q) to total bracket e workers in the economy (Ne), ke q = 
.Neq/Ne *This ratio will vary if employment composition in the whole
 
economy changes. A change in ke q over time will therefore be called
 
"economy composition" effect. From this definition follows:
 
1n "the remaining part of this section, notations are for the
 
whole economy rather than for individual industries.
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dN e 'q Ne,q - Neq 
t 0
 
ke~qe - ke~qNe
 
t t 0 0 
dkB,q-,e + eqe, Cl + 
 e, e e
q + DI
 
vqdN F + 

+
 
(due to equation (4))
 
adNe,q + dN2 + dNBe~q + delq dle 
 dN;
DF X
 
Equation (5) thus partitions the change in employment of bracket e
 
workers who belong to 
the q 
 quintile into seven parts, attributed
 
respectively to the economy composition effect, etc. 
 The economy com­
position effect (dNBq) 
 and the intra-industry composition effect
C2
 
(dNvq ) will be combined to 
Cl 
be called the "employment composition"
 
effect (dN'eq).
 
C
 
Now let Ye,q be the gross sum of incomes of bracket e wdrkers 
theq 

e
who belong to the q quintile. Consider the identity, ye,q= eNe,q
 
where ye is the average income of bracket e workers and ne'
 q is the 
number of bracket e workers who belong to the q 
th 
quintile. From this 
identity follows: 
dye,q Y8,q . ye,q 
 (6)
 
t 0 
-ee. e,q Ne,q 
=t~ - o o 
. 
-e, e,q -ex ,qSaDF + y x
 
(due to equation (5))
 
dye ~e~qY + ye,q + dYe 'q + dyl + dYe + d ~Y C T XDI DF x
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Equation (6) breaks down the change in gross sum of incomes of bracket
 
th
 
e workers who belong to the q quintile into seven sources, ascribed
 
respectively to the change in their average income, etc. Notice that,
 
when equation (6) is aggregated over all brackets within each quintile,
 
the results will show not only the change in the share of each quintile
 
but .sources of that change.
 
3. Analytical Results
 
This section presents analytical results computed according to the
 
equations in the previous section. Sources of data are diverse and
 
methods of industry classification are not the same among these sources.
 
After proper matching operations, the number of industries is reduced
 
to 37. Some of these industries are grouped into larger sectors 
to see
 
the results on a more aggregated basis.
 
Change in Output Structure
 
Basic data used in this subsection are two input-output tables for
 
1960 and 1970 respectively. The 1960 statistics are first inflated
 
into figures in 1970 prices by using wholesale price indices of individual
 
commodities. Computations are done according to equation (2). The
 
results are presented in Table I.
 
In Table 1, column (1) represents the growth rate of domestic pro­
duction in each industry or sector between 1960-1970. Columns (2)-(4)
 
in turn indicate parts of this growth rate attributable respectively to
 
1Sources of these two tables are Bank of Korea, Economic Sta­
tistics Yearbook, 1965 and 1973, respectively.
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TABLE 1: Decomposition of the
 
Change in Output Structure
 
Industries and Sectors dQ/Q dQ /Q dQx/Q dQX/Qo
 
i(1) (2) (3) (4)
 
Agriculture 	 121.1% 130.2% .77 - 9.9%
 
Forestry 41.6 110.2 - .5 - 68.1
 
Fishery 258.3 186.0 74.0 - 1.6
 
Mining 203.4 302.2 31.2 -129.7
 
Coal 116.5 112.8 4.4 - .7
 
Others 318.8 553.1 66.8 -301.0
 
Manufacturing 454.9 439.8 63.1 - 48.1
 
Food & beverages 328.5 325.1 13.1 - 9.6
 
Textile products 337.5 245.8 105.4 - 13.4
 
Wood products 284.3 147.1 136.2 1.3
 
Paper products 531.8 507.1 8.8 16.0
 
Chemical prcducts 880.8 943.5 55.1 -117.8
 
Non-metal mineral prod. 680.2 629.6 25.4 25.3
 
Basic metal 1022.3 1042.0 40.7 - 60.4
 
Metal prod. & machinery 623.3 840.1 41.0 -257.8
 
Misc. manufacturing 403.1 !1-5.2 230.8 57.1
 
Electricity 243.7 230.3 13.6 - .2
 
Construction 698.8 688.9 9.9 .0
 
Wholesale & retail trade 464:8 446.7 18.4 - .3
 
Transportation 384.4 322.0 65.2 - 2.7
 
Real estate 148.8 147.7 .7 .4
 
Services 204.6 195.5 5.1 4.0
 
Unclassified 567..6 462.5 87.1 18.0
 
Total 	 295.4 287.5 25.6 - 17.6 
Notes: 	 Column (1) represents the growth rate of domestic production
 
between 1960-1970. Columns (2) through (4) indicate parts of
 
this growth rate attributable respectively to the change in
 
domestic demand, export expansion, and import substitution.
 
SOURCES: See subsection (p. 8).
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the change in domestic demand (both intermediate and final), export
 
expansion, and import substitution.
 
According to column (i) of Table I, agricultural output grew by only
 
121 percent between 1960-1970, while manufacturing output expanded by
 
455 percent during the same period. This reflects rapid industrialization
 
of the economy during the 1960s. Also notable is the relatively low
 
growth rate of mining production (203 percent), which is indicative of
 
the fact that the rapid industrialization during the 1960s relied rather
 
heavily on imported raw materials due to the poorly endowed natural
 
1
 
of the economy.
resources 

Within the manufacturing sector, food and beverages, textile products,
 
and wood products, which together may be said to represent light industries,
 
showed relatively low growth rates (329 percent, 338 percent, and 248 per­
cent, respectively). Paper'products, chemical products, non-metallic
 
mineral products, basic metal, and metal products and machinery, which may
 
be said to represent heavy industries, in turn showed relatively high
 
growth rates (532 percent, 881 percent, 680 percent, 1022 percent, and
 
623 percent, respectively). Column (1) of Table 1 thus characterizes the
 
Korean economy during the 1960s not only by rapid industrialization in
 
general but by industrialization relatively in favor of heavy industries.
 
In this process of industrialization, the change in domestic demand
 
(column [21) played the dominant role, whereas both export expansion and
 
import substitution played relatively minor roles. Specifically, the
 
change in domestic demand alone created a gap in growth rates of domestic
 
1There are no known deposits of petroleum and virtually no- iron
 
ones. Even the main item, coal, is too poor in quality to be used for
 
industrial purposes.
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production between agricultural and manufacturing sectors by 310 per­
centage points (= 440% 

-
130%) in favor of the latter. The same gaps
 
created by export expansion and import substitution were, respectively,
 
62 and -38 percentage points.
 
Although export expansion and import substitution played relatively
 
minor roles, the former contributed positively, while the latter nega­
tively, to the expansion of most of the industries or sectors. This
 
reflects the economy's switch from import substitution to export promotion
 
strategy in the early 1960s. I 
 The positive contribution of export expan­
sion was exceptionally high for textile products and wood products, which
 
are known to be relatively labor-intensive. 2 
 The highest negative contri­
bution of import substitution was 
in turn found in chemical products,
 
metal products and machinery, and minerals other than coal, which are
 
known to be relatively capital-intensive.3
 
LDuring the 1950s and the early 1960s, import substitution was
 
the major strategy of industrialization and light consumer goods grew to
 
a substantial extent under extensive government protection. 
In the early
1960s Korea switched to 
the export promotion strategy and accordingly
introduced several policy measures 
such as currency devaluation, interest

subsidies to exporters, export-import link system, etc.
 
2According to the Bank of Korea's estimates for 1968, these industries
had capital-labor ratios below the manufacturing average, both by big

margins, in any of the following three definitions; tangible fixed assets
 per employee, machinery and equipment per employee, and liabilities and

net worth per employee. 
See Economic Planning Board, Korea Statistical
 
Yearbook; (1973) ,pp. 252-255.
 
3According to 
the sane source as in footnote (2) above, these
industries had capital-labor ratios substantially higher than the manu­
facturing average.
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Patterns of EmDloyment and Income Distribution
 
This subsection traces out the patterns of employment and income
 
distribution implied by the output structures discussed in the previous
 
subsection. As mentioned above, analyses of this and the subsequent
 
subsections are confined to agriculture, mining, and manufacturing due
 
to lack of relevant data. Because of some characteristics peculiar to
 
agriculture, two different approaches are employed between the agri­
cultural sector and the mining-manufacturing category.
 
(1) Mining and Manufacturing
 
The 1970 input-output table contains data on both value added
 
by labor (V t) and the number of workers employed (Nt) in each industry.
 
From this information is computed the average labor income (w t) in each
 
industry according to the following identity:
 
V - wN (7) 
The 1960 input-output table, however, contains data only on value
 
added by labor (V ), but not on the number (N ) or average labor income
 
(Wo) in each industry. Accordingly, the 1960 average labor income is 
1 
obtained from an independent source, and the number of workers is 
estimated according to equation (7). The results on patterns of employ­
ment, both for 1960 and 1970, are presented in Table A.1. 
The next task is to get the average labor income (we) and the 
number (N ) of each bracket of workers in each industry. But, data on 
1The source of this information is the Bank of Korea, Economic
 
Statistics Yearbook (1972), pp. 332-333.
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this type of information (that is, we-N e pairs) are available only for
 
1967.1 Therefore, we-N pairs for 1960 and 1970 are 
estimated under the
 
following conditions: 2
 
(a) Within each industry, the ratio of each bracket of
 
workers (N) remained unchanged,
 
(b) Within each industry, the average labor income of each
 
bracket of workers (w ) grew at the same rate as the average labor income
 
of all workers (w).
 
The final task is to 
convert the average labor income (we) into
 
average total (that is, labor plus nonlabor) income (ye). Since this
 
type of information is not directly available, the following equation
 
3
 
is used:

e/ e 0.29 e, 0.29
(w-
-0.13831 - 0.13230 . (8)1 

0.29 
 0.29
 
1The source of data on we -N e pairs is the Bank of Korea, Report
 
on Wage Survey 1967, in which workers are classified into 18 income
 
brackets for each of mining and manufacturing industries.
 
2Condition (1) implies that the structure of employment remained
 
unchanged within each industry. Condition (2) has an analogous implica­
tion: The structure of labor income remained unchanged among different
 
brackets of workers within each industry.
 
3Equation (8) is based on 
the m.odel first presented by Box and
 
Cox (G.E.P. Box and D.R. Cox, "An Analysis of Transformation," Journal
 
of Royal Statistical Society, Series 8, 27 [19647, 211-243). 
 Data used
 
for computation are 
from Economic Planning Board, Korea Statistical Year­
book, several volumes. Both time series and cross-section data are
• e 
pooled together, which give 37 observations of we -y pairs. Standard
 
deviations2for constant and coefficient are 0.01182 and 0.00543, respec­
tively. R is 0.7915. Both F and t statistics are significant at
 
0.5 percent level.
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e 
where w = average labor income of bracket e workers
 
ye average total income of bracket e workers 
w - average labor income of all workers
 
The results so far obtained are we-ye-Ne triplets for each bracket
 
of workers in each industry. They are aggregated, bracket by bracket,
 
over all industries in the mining-manufacturing category. These aggre­
gated results are presented in Table A.2.
 
(2) Agriculture
 
As mentioned earlier, a different approach is employed for the
 
agricultural sector. 
 In Korea, as in many other countries, a typical
 
farmer cultivates his own farmland. Furthermore, he normally engages in
 
more than one crop item. Accordingly, total value added of each farm
 
household (rather than value added by labor) in the whole agricultural
 
sector (rather than in individual agricultural subsectors) is the figure
 
appropriate for the present analysis.
 
From the statistic on 
total value added in the agricultural sector and
 
the information on the number of a]V. farmers 
is determined the average
 
farming income according to equation (7), where V, w, and N now denote
 
total value added, average farming income, and the number of farmers,
 
respectively. Sets of information on 
the dispersion of farming income
 
among different brackets of farmers and on the ratio of farming to total
 
income for each bracket of farmers are also available, from which average
 
1Except the statistic on value added, sources 
of all information
 
used for the agricultural sector are Economic Planning Board, Korea
 
Statistical Yearbook, several volumes.
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farming income, average total income, and the number of each bracket of
 
farmers are determined. These reults are presented in Table A.3.
 
Change in Patterns of Emolovment
 
Most estimates needed in this subsection have already been done in
 
the previous subsection and presented in Tables A.l through A.3. Compu­
tations left to be done in this subsection are to break down the change
 
in employment (dN and dNe) into several components according to equations
 
(3) and (4). These results are presented in Tables 2 and 3.
 
Table 2 shows, for each industry, the change in employment patterns
 
and sources o- this change. Specifically, column (I) represents the
 
growth rate of employment between 1960-1970. Columns (2) through (5)
 
indicate parts of this growth rate attributable respectively to those
 
sources denoted by corresponding subscripts.
 
According to column (1), agricultural employment grew by only 2.2 per­
cent, whereas manufacturing employment increased by 169 percent, both
 
between 1960-1970. This reflects rapid industrialization of the economy
 
during the 1960s.
 
Column (2) shows that contribution of the change in domestic demand
 
was substantially higher in some of the heavy industries such as chemica
 
products and .aachinery, reflecting the economy's strategy of putting more
 
emphasis on heavy industries.
 
According to columns (3) and (4), export expansion contributed more
 
favorably to the employment creation in light industries (notably in
 
textile products, wood products, and miscellaneous manufacturing), while
 
import substitution contributed more unfavorabl7 to the employment gener­
ation in heavy industries (notably in mining other than coal, chemical
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TABLE 2: Decomposition of the Change
 
in Employment Patterns by Industry
 
Industries and Sectors dN/N dN IN dNxIN dNM/N° dNT/N 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Agriculture 2.2% 95.2% .5% - 7.2% - 86.3% 
Mining 25.6 233.3 25.0. -105.9 -127.0 
Coal 
- 7.5 80.4 3.2 - .5 - 90.6 
Others 57.4 380.4 45.9 -207.1 -161.9 
Manufacturing 169.0 336.5 51.1 - 37.1 -181.5 
Food & beverages 119.2 256.0 9.5 - 6.4 -139.9 
Textile products 191.4 200.8 88.1 - 10.6 - 86.8 
Wood products 158.9 119.4 94.6 - .7 - 54.4 
Paper products 113.9 319.6 5.3 7.7 -218.7 
Chemical products 154.5 542.3 38.7 - 70.6 -356.5 
Non-metal min. prod. 123.5 405.0 16.3 16.3 -314.1 
Basic metal 248.0 676.1 27.1 - 42.7 -412.5 
Mtl. prod. & machinery 173.5 670.5 26.7 -210.4 -313.4 
Misc. manufacturing 487.0 124.8 250.1 61.8 50.3 
Notes: 	 Column (1) represents the growth rate of employment between
 
1960-1970. Columns (2) through (5) represent parts of this growth
 
rate attributed respectively to the change in domestic demand,
 
export expansion, import substitution, and the techno-substitution
 
effect.
 
SOURCES: See subsection (p. 15).
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products, and metal products and machinery). That is, during the 1960s,
 
exportation centered relatively more on light industries, while impor­
tation centered relatively more on heavy industries.
 
Finally, column (5) shows that the techno-substitution effect, or
 
technological change and factor substitution, also contributed more
 
unfavorably to the employment creation in heavy industries (notably in
 
chemical products, nonmetallic mineral products, basic metal, and metal
 
products and machinery). This implies that, during the 1960s, heavy
 
industries tended to rely relatively more on capital-intensive techniques.
 
Columns (2), (4) and (5) together indicate one interesting aspect
 
in relation to the strategy of putting more emphasis on heavy industries.
 
As a result of this strategy, the change in domestic demand created 
a
 
great potential of employment growth in heavy industries. But, this
 
potential was offset, at least partly, by these industries' heavier
 
reliance on importation and by their increased resort to capital­
intensive techniques.
 
Table 3 shows similar information for each bracket of workers
 
(farmers). Column (1) represents the growth rate of employment of each
 
bracket of workers. Columns (2) through (7) indicate parts of this growth
 
rate attributable respectively to the structural sources now familiar to
 
us. Column (7), which shows the contribution of the intra-industry com­
position effect (or the change in employment composition within each
 
industry), is zero by assumption (2) on page 13.
 
For the mining-manufacturing category, column (1) shows that the
 
growth rate of employment was higher, the closer the bracket under consid­
eration was to either extreme. That is, the change in employment oatterns
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TABLE 3: Decomposition of the Change
 
in Employment Patterns by Class
 
Classes dNe/Ne dNe INe dNe INe dNeINe dNeINe dNeINe dNeINe
 
0______ DI o DFo0 Xc0 Mo4 To 	 Co0
 
(1) 	 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
 
Mining-manufacturing workers
 
Bkts (1)-(3) 160.0% 179.3% 
 128.1% 	 52.2% 
-36.5% -162.2% 
--
Bkts (4)-(6) 143.5 204.3 109.3 
-48.4
50.8 -172.3 --
Bkts (7)-(9) 123.0 213.1 104.8 39.1 
 -57.1 -176.7 
--
Bkts (10)-(12) 118.0 244.3 117.2 
-76.2
30.8 -198.1 
--
Bkts (13)-(15) 131.2 250.0 119.6 37.1 
 -75.3 -200.2 
--
Bkts (16)-(18) 141.1 248.7 98.4 
-46.4 	
-­
34.2 
-193.8 

All 144.7% 200.6% 118.5% 46.7% 
 -48.7% 
-172.3%
 
Farmers
 
.5 h.a. 
- 7.7% 
 30.0% 	 60.6% .5% -6.9% -82.1% 
-9.8%

.5 - 1.0 h.a. 
 9.7 	 32.7 66.0 .6 -7.5 -89.5 7.4
 
1.0 - 2.0 h.a. 5.0 31.9 64.6 .5 -7.3 -87.5 2.8
 
2.0 - h.a. .5 31.3 63.2 .5 -7.2 -85.6 
-1.7
 
All 2.2% 	 31.5% 63.7% .5% 
 -7.2% 
-86.3%
 
Notes: 	 Column (1) represents the growth rate of employment between
 
1960-1970. Columns (2) through (7) represent parts of this growth
 
rate attributed respectively to 
the change in domestic intermediate
 
demand 
the change in domestic final demand, export expansion,

imporL sugstitution, the techno-substitution effect, and the employ­
ment composition effect.
 
SOURCES: See subsection (p. 15).
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during the 1960s was 
characterized by bipolarization.
 
Underlying this bipolarization were, most conspicuously, contribu­
tions of the change in domestic intermediate demand (column (2)), export
 
expansion (column (4)), and the techno-substitution effect (column (6)).
 
Specifically, the change in domestic intermediate demand contr.buted
 
relatively more favorably to 
the employment creation of upper-bracket
 
workers. Obviously, this was a result of the 
faster expansion of heavy
 
industries during the 1960s. 
 Since heavy industries use as inputs
 
relatively more of skill-intensive products than light industries, 
faster
 
growth of heavy industries must create patterns of intermediate demand
 
relatively in favor of skill-intensive products, which in turn results
 
in patterns of labor demand in favor of upper-bracket workers. E:port
 
expansion in turn contributed more favorably the employment generation
to 

of lower-bracket workers. 
 This reflects that exportation during the
 
1960s centered on products which required low-skilled workers. Finally,
 
contribution of the techno-substitution effect was more unfavorable 
for
 
upper-bracket workers. 
 This implies both technological progress and
 
factor substitution tended to 
increase labor productivity relatively more
 
in heavy industries than in light industries and, hence, exerted more
 
adverse effect on the employment creation of skilled workers than on 
that
 
of unskilled workers.
 
The lower panel of Table 3 shows similar information for the agri­
cultural sector. Unlike in the the mining-manufacturing category, col­
umn 
(1) shows that the growth rate of employment was lower, the closer
 
the class under consideration was to either extreme.
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Note that each of columns (2) through (6) contains virtually the
 
same figure for different classes of farmers. This stems from the.way
 
1
 
the agricultural sector is handled in this study. More importantly,
 
however, the closeness of figures in each of columns (2) through (6) is
 
in fact consistent with our expectation. Specifically, the agricultural
 
sector in Korea is characterized by a structure of very small owner­
operated farms, which grow largely the same crop items with practically
 
the same farming techniques. Accordingly, any change in, say, domestic
 
demand is not expected to affect different classes (sizes) of farmers to
 
a significantly different extent.
 
Finally, column (7) shows the composition effect was negative for
 
the bottom and the top classes, while it was positive for the others in
 
between. This implies that, as a result of rural-urban migration, the
 
number of both small and large farmers relatively decreased, whereas
 
that of medium-size farmers increased.
 
Change in Patterns of Income Distribution
 
Shares of Quintiles
 
Shares of quintiles in the gross sum of incomes of workers (farmers)
 
are estimated, for 1960 and 1970 respectively, on the basis of information
 
in Tables A.2 and A.3. Estimates are done respectively for mining­
manufacturing workers (to be called hereinafter "M workers") alone, farmers
 
INamely, all farmers in the whole sector 
(rather than some farmers
 
in individual subsectors) are broken down into 4 classes and, hence, changes
 
in weights among these subsectors do not affect the employment structure
 
in the whole sector.
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alone, and M workers and farmers combined. The results are presented
 
in columns (1) and (2) of Table 4. 
Column (3) of the table represents
 
the change by percentage points in the share of each quintile between
 
1960-1970. Notice, however, column (3) does not directly reflect the
 
relative degrea of improvement (deterioration) of each quintile's living
 
standard,, since an increase (a decrease) in the 
share by one percentage
 
point means relatively more improvement (deterioration) for lower quin­
tiles than for higher ones. This aspect is taken into account in column
 
(4), which will be called hereinafter "improvement (deterioration) index."
 
As shown in columns (i) and (2) of Table 4, income distribution among
 
M workers (top pail) was more unequal than that among farmers (middle
 
panel) over the period of 1960-1970. Shares of the bottom and the top
 
quintiles were respectively somewhere around 6 percent and 50 percent for
 
M workers, and 15 percent and 27 percent 
for farmers. Income distribution
 
for M workers and farmers combined (bottom panel) was in between, with
 
shares of the two extreme quintiles being around 13 percent and 34 percent,
 
respectively.
 
Columns 
(3) and (4) of Table 4 show in which direction and to what
 
extent each of the three distributions moved between 1960-1970. 
 Among
 
M workers, column (3) shows that the share of only the top quintile
 
increased by some two percentage points, while that of each of the 
re­
maining four quintiles decreased, an apparent symptom of increasing
 
inequality. Among the lower four quintiles, however, column (4) shows
 
that the deterioration index was higher for the middle two quintiles than
 
for the other two. Overall, therefore, it is not exactly clear whether or
 
not the distribution among M workers may be said to have moved toward
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TABLE 4: Shares of Quintiles in 1960 and 1970
 
Quintiles 1960 1970 (2)-(1) (3)/(1) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Mining-manufacturing workers 
Ist quint. 6.22% 6.05% - .18% - 2.86% 
2nd quint. 8.85 8.31 - .55 - 6.17 
3rd quint. 13.67 12.76 - .91 - 6.67 
4th quint. 21.40 21.03 - .37 - 1.74 
5th quint. 49.86 51.86 -2.01 + 9.38 
Farmers 
1st quint. 14.82% 15.82% +1.00% +6.77% 
2nd quint. 15.95 16.97 +1.03 +6.43 
3rd quint. 17.12 17.63 + .41 +2.42 
4th quint. 24.15 23.40 - .75 -3.12 
5th quint. 27.96 26.18 -1.78 -6.36 
Mining-manufacturing workers and farmers combined 
1st quint. 13.43% 12.49% - .94% -7.02% 
2nd quint. 14.75 14.89 + .15 +1.01 
3rd quint. 16.10 16.07 - .03 - .16 
4th quint. 22.87 20.93 -1.49 -8.50 
5th quint. 32.86 35.62 +2.76 +8.40 
SOURCE: Tables A.2 and A.3. 
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increasing inequality. The distribution among farmers, however, may
 
clearly be said to have moved toward more equality during the 1960s.
 
Column (4) indicates that, for farmers, the improvement (deterioration)
 
index was higher for lower (higher) quintiles. Finally, for M workers
 
and farmers combined, shares of the second and the fifth quintiles
 
increased, while those of the remaining quintiles decreased. Once again,
 
therefore, it is not exactly clear whether this distribution may be said
 
to have moved toward more equality or inequality.
 
As already suggested in the previous paragraph, if the share of each
 
and every quintile is to be examined, it is only under highly restricted
 
circumstances that a definite statement can be made as to whether a par­
ticular distribution has moved toward increasing or decreasing equality.
 
Practically, however, a rough statement can be made by focusing on shares
 
o: only the bottom and the top quintiles. Looked at along this line,
 
.'..le 4 indicates that the distribution became more unequal among M workers
 
a .ne, more equal among farmers, and more unequal for M workers and farmers
 
combined, between 1960-1970.
 
Sources of the Change in Income Distribution
 
As the final step of this study, sources of the change in income
 
distribution are now to be traced out. Sets of information in Tables A.2
 
and A.3 and Table 3 are applied to equations (5) and (6). Estimates are
 
made respectively for M workers alone, farmers alone, and M workers and
 
farmers combined. The results are presented in Tables 5, 6, and 7.
 
in Table 5, column (1) represents the gross sum of incomes of workers
 
in each quintile in 1960. Column (2) shows the growth rate of this 
sum
 
between 1960-1970 and, hence, reflects relative improvement of workers'
 
TABLE 5: Sources of the Change in Income Distribution among H Workers
 
Growth Rate of Gross Income Attributable to:
 
Growth Change 
 Change

Gross 
 rate in Change Techno- Change in
 
income of inter- in Export Import substi- Compo- in non­
in gross mediate final expan- substi- tution sition labor labor
 
1960 income demand demand sion tution effect effect
yq 	 income income
dyq/y q d¥q /yq dyqF/Y¥q dYq/Yq dyq/¥q dyq/Yq d¥q/¥q d¥q /yq d¥q2,¥q
 
uintile o o DIo DFo o Mo 
 To Co Yl o Y2o
 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
 (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
 
ist quint. 4409 311.0% 225.0 175.1 64.6 -49.4 
 -207.5% -16.7 116.2% 3.7%
 
2nd quint. 6270 297.0 229.4 155.9 
 70.7 -43.8 -205.2 -25.9 109.3 6.7
 
3rd quint. 9682 294.9 254.4 
 145.2 70.9 -54.5 -217.1 -21.2 105.5 11.7
 
4th quint. 15159 315.8 304.4 160.3 
 56.3 -82.4 -261.5 4.7 112.1 21.9
 
5th quint. 35317 340.1 
 353.1 160.3 52.2 -99.9 -279.1 10.5 102.5 40.6
 
5th - 1st + 29.1% +128.1% - 14.8% -12.4% -50.5% - 71.6% +27.2% - 13.7% +36.9%
 
Notes: 	 Column (1) is in million won in 1970 prices.
 
For each row, columns (3) through (10) add up to column (2) within rounding-off error.
 
SOURCES: See subsection (p. 20).
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living standard among different quintiles. Columns (3) through (8)
 
indicate parts of this growth rate attributable to the structural sources
 
denoted by respective headings. 
Columns (9) and (10) in turn indicate
 
remaining parts of the growth rate due to 
the change in labor income and
 
the change in nonlabor income. 2 At the bottom row of Table 5, the dif­
ference between the top and the bottom quintiles is presented to see the
 
degree of equalizing or unequalizing tendency of each source.
 
As shown at 
the bottom row of Table 5, the change in domestic inter­
mediate demand (column (3)) was the most unequalizing source of all,
 
creating a gap by 128 percentage points in the growth rate of gross income
 
between the top and the bottom quintiles in favor of the former. This
 
reflects the faster expansion of heavy industries during the 1960s, which
 
resulted in patterns of intermediate demand relatively in favor of skilled
 
workers. The change in domestic final demand (column (4)) in turn tended
 
to narrow the gap (by about 15 percentage points) between the tio extreme
 
quintiles. But, this equalizing tendency was 
so dominated by the un­
equalizing tendency of the change in domestic intermediate demand that
 
the overall contribution of both the final and the intermediate demand
 
showed a tendency to widen the inequality among M workers.
 
IThe ordering of colLmln 
(2) of Table 5 is the 
same as the order­ing of colum (4) of Table 4 (that is, the improvement index), as they
 
should be.
 
2Column (9) is obtained as 
follows. Let w and y be respectively
labor and total incomes of bracket e workers. dYye q = dw e q is first 
estimated analogously to dYe q in equation (6). The results are then
aggregated over all e within each quintile.
e,q Column (10) is similarly esti-
Ne q i
mated. dY 9 = d(ye - wis first estimated and the results are then 
aggregated over all e within each quintile.
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Both export expansion (column (5)) and import substitution (column
 
(6)) tended to narrow the inequality among M workers. The former re­
flects the increased concentration of exportation on products requiring
 
relatively low-skilled workers. The latter in turn reflects the increased
 
importation of skill-intensive products such as raw materials, machinery,
 
and equipment, which was made necessar7 as a result of the rapid indus­
rialization during the 1960s.
 
The techno-substitution effect (column (7)) also showed a tendency
 
to equalize the distribution among M workers. This implies that both
 
technological progress and factor substitution tended to increase labor
 
productivity relatively more in skill-intensive heavy industries, thus
 
1
 
hurting the employment generation of upper-income workers relatively more.
 
The composition effect (column (8)) in turn contributed to widening the
 
inequality among M workers. Underlying this was the bipolarization of
 
employment structure as shown in the top panel of Table 3.
 
The change in labor income (column (9)) contributed to equalizing,
 
wbile the change in nonlabor income (column (10)) to unequalizing, the
 
distribution among M workers. Furthermore, the equalizing gap created by
 
the former (-13.7%) was completely dominated by the unequalizing gap
 
created by the latter (+36.9%). Conceivably, there are two possibilities
 
in relation to the unequalizing contribution of the change in non-labor
 
income. One is the possibility of increased concentration of non-human
 
In general, an increase in labor productivity may affect the
 
income distribution via two chanels; namely, via its effect on employment
 
and via its effect on wage rates. Column (7) captures only the effect of
 
the change in labor productivity on income distribution via the first
 
channel. Its effect via the second channel is reflected in column (9).
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assets to upper-income groups. The other is the possibility of rising
 
relative returns to non-human against human assets. Evidence indicates,
 
however, that the relative returns actually fell during the 1960s in
 
1
 
Korea. That is, the unequalizing contribution of the change in non­
labor income was due totally to the increased concentration of non­
human assets to upper-income groups.
 
Analogous results for farmers are presented in Table 6. Here,
 
columns (1) through (8) maintain exactly the same interpretations as
 
their corresponding columns of Table 5. Columns 
(9) and (10) of Table 6
 
now represent contri'Jutions of the change in farming income and the change
 
in nonfarming income, respectively.
 
Column (2) of Table 6 indicates that the growth rate of gross sum of
 
incomes was higher for lower quintiles, implying that the distribution
 
among farmers moved toward greater equality during the 1960s. As shown
 
in columns (3) through (8), the gaps in the growth rate of gross income
 
created by respective structural sources were rather minor. This is con­
sistent with our expectation, although it stems from the way the agri­
cultural sector is handled in this study as already pointed out in the
 
previous subsection. The most significant finding in Table 6 is that,
 
while the change in farming income (colum (9)) tended to unequalize the
 
'conomic Planning Board, Korea Statistical Yearbook, several
 
volumes, give the following information: "value added per employee (V),"
 
"personnel exense per employee (w)," and capital-labor ratio (K/L) where
 
K is defined in three different ways, namely, "tangible fixed assets,"

"machinery and equipment," and "liabilities and net worth." The rate of
 
returns to capital (r) is estimated according to the following identity;
 
V - wL + rK or r - (V/L) - w)/(K/L). The resulting (r/w) shows a con­
sistently decreasing tendency during the 1960s, regardless of whatever
 
definition of K is used.
 
TABLE 6: Sources of the Change in Income Distribution
 
among Farmers
 
Growth Rate of Gross Income Attributable to:
 
Growth Change 
 Change

Gross rate in 
 Change Techno- Change in
 
income 
 of inter- in Export Import substi- Compo- in non­in gross mediate final expan- substi- tution 
 sition farming farming

1960 income demand demand 
 sion 	 tution effect effect income income
 
t i le  
Quin Yq dYq/Yq dYqi/Yq dyqF!Yq dYqYq dYq/¥q dYq/Yq dyq/Yq dyq /yq dYq2/yq 
_ 0_ DI o DFo X o M o T o Co0 Yl o Y2o0
 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
 (10)
 
Ist quint. 54640 109.8 48.2% 
 97.5% .8% -11.1% -132.0% .0% 36.4% 70.0%
 
2nd quint. 58783 109.1 47.7 96.4 .8 
 -10.9 -130.6 2.7 55.0 48.1
 
3rd quint. 63118 102.3 47.0 95.0 .8 
 -10.8 -128.7 .0 66.5 32.5
 
4th quint. 89043 90.4 45.1 
 91.1 .8 -10.3 -123.4 1.3 67.7 18.1
 
5th quint. 103075 84.0 44.1 89.2 
 .8 	 -10.1 -120.8 - .36 63.5 17.6 
5th - Ist 	 -25.8% - 4.1%. - 8.3% 
 .0% 	 +1.0% +11.2% - .3% +27.1% 
-52.4% 
Notes: 	 Column (1) is in million won in 1970 prices.
 
For each row, columns (3) through (10) add up to column (2) within rounding-off error.
 
SOURCES: See subsection (p. 20).
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distribution among farmers, the c-'-ge in nonfarming income (column (10))
 
tended to equalize the distribution. Moreover, the unequalizing gap
 
created by the former (+27.1%) was greatly dominated by the equalizing
 
gap created by the latter (-52.4%). In other words, what was mainly
 
responsible for the decreasing inequality among farmers was 
the change
 
in nonfarming income.
 
The evidence that the change in nonfarming income contributed to
 
narrowing the inequality suggests an important implication in the general
 
context of development. As industrialization proceeds, farmers may con­
ceivably show two types of response. One is outright migration into
 
industrial sectors. 
 The other is increased participation in industrial
 
activities while maintaining their basic status as farmers. In this latter
 
type of response, small farmers are likely to participate relatively more
 
in, and hence to derive relatively more income from, these nonagricultural
 
activities than large farmers.
 
Table 7 finally presents similar results for the countrywide (that is,
 
M workers and farmers combined in the present study) distribution. Col­
umns (1) through (8) are interpreted exactly the same way as their corre­
sponding columns of the previous two 
tables. Column (9) now represents
 
contribution of the change in total income (that is, labor plus nonlabor
 
income for M workers, and farming plus nonfarming income for farmers).
 
Since, in the countrywide distribution, the lower four quintiles were
 
occupied mostly by farmers whereas the top quintile was occupied mostly
 
by M workers, at 
the bottom row of Table 7 is presented the difference
 
between the top and the average of the lower four quintiles (rather than
 
the difference between the top and the bottom quintiles). In other words,
 
TABLE 7: Sources of the Change in Income Distribution 
for N Workers and Farmers Combined 
Growth Rate of Gross Income Attributable to:
 
Growth Change 
Gross rate in Change Techno­
income of inter- in Export Import substi- Compo- Change 
in gross mediate final expan- substi- tution sition in
 
1960 income demand demand sion tution effect effect income
 
Quintile 0_ 	 0 DI o DF o X 0 M o T o C o Y o
 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
 
1st quint. 59027 116.77. 73.0% 101.9% 11.4%o -15.7% -134.9% -21.0. 101.9%
 
2nd quint. 64805 135.4 50.9 102.9 .9 -11.7 -139.4 21.8 109.9
 
3rd quint. 70735 132.7 66.8 101.3 7.5 -14.8 -138.7 6.9 103.6 

4th quint. 100516 113.2 48.2 96.1 1.1 -11.0 -130.4 18.6 90.6 
5th quint. 144411 152.6 150.7 110.9 21.0 -40.5 -170.8 15.8 97.1
 
5th - Avg. 	 + 28.1% +91.0% +10.3% +15.8% -27.2% - 35.0% + 9.2° - 4.4% 
Notes: 	 Column (1) is in million won in 1970 prices.
 
Avg. at the bottom row is average of lower four quintiles.
 
For each row, columns (3) through (10) add up to column (2) within rounding-off error.
 
SOURCES: See subsection (p. 20.
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the bottom row of Table 7 may be interpreted as reflecting approximately
 
the difference between M workers and farmers.
 
Column (2) of Table 7 indicates that 
the countrywide distribution
 
became more unequal between 1960-1970, with the gap in growth rates of
 
gross income being about 28 percentage points between the top and the
 
remaining quintiles (bottom row).
 
In this unequalizing process, the change in domestic intermediate
 
demand (column (3)) played the dominant role, creating the biggest gap
 
(+91.0%) in growth rates of gross income between the top and the other
 
sour quintiles. The change in domestic final demand (column (4)) 
also
 
showed a tendency to widen the inequality in the countrywide distribution.
 
The general implication of these evidences is 
as follows: As long as
 
industrialization is pursued as 
the prime goal of an economy, patterns of
 
domestic demand inevitably change in favor of industrial products. 
 As
 
long as industrial workers have substantially higher income than farmers,
 
this change in patterns of domestic demand inevitably results in widening
 
inequality in the countrywide distribution.
 
Export expansion (column (5)), which contributed to narrowing the
 
inequality among H workers, now reversed its role in the countrywide dis­
tribution, creating an unequalizing gap (+15.8%). 
This is suggestive of
 
the general possibility that even a policy measure intended to 
help lower­
income industrial workers may turn out 
to be one which in fact helps upper­
income groups in the countrywide distribution. Import substitution (col­
umn (6)) in turn tended to equalize the countriwide distribution, implying
 
that import dependency increased relaively more in the mining-manufacturing
 
category than in the agricultural sector.
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The techno-substitution effect (column (7)) contributed to narrowing
 
the inequality. This reflects the fact that, during the 1960s, 
techno­
logical progress and factor substitution tended to increase labor pro­
ductivity relatively more in the mining-manufacturing category than in
 
the agricultural sector and, hence, exerted relatively more adverse
 
effect on the employment creation of M workers than on that of farmers.
 
The composition effect (column (8)) 
 in turn tended to unequalize
 
the countrywide distribution. Underlying this was obviously the rapid
 
industrialization during the 1960s, which raised the relative weight of
 
M workers in the economy. In general, however, an increase in the rela­
tive weight of M workers in itself does not necessarily raise the share
 
of upper-income groups even if M workers have higher income than farmers.
 
Specifically, as 
the relative weight of M workers increases, high-income
 
farmers who have been in, say, the top quintile will be gradually replaced
 
by M workers. This will increase the gross sum of incomes in the top
 
quintile, since the incoming M workers have higher income than the outgoing
 
farmers. 
But, the average income of the outgoing (from the top quintile)
 
farmers is also higher than the average income of the lower quintiles
 
into which they will move. Consequently, the gross sum of incomes in the
 
lower quintiles will also increase. Depending upon the relative magni­
tudes of these increases in gross income, the share of the top quintile
 
may increase or decrease as 
a result of the increase in the relative weight
 
of M workers. The thesis that follows is: 
 It is only when the gap in
 
income between M workers and farmers is substantially large that the in­
crease in the relative weight of M workers raises the share of upper­
income groups. And its antithesis is: If the gap is below a certain level,
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the increase in the relative weight of M workers may well lower the share
 
of upper-income groups.
 
Finally, the change in income (column (9)) showed a tendency to
 
equalize the countrywide distribution, implying that the gap in income
 
between M workers and farmers decreased, though very slightly, between
 
1960-1970.
 
0
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TABLE A.l: Patterns of Employment
 
Industries and Sectors 

Agriculture 

Mining 

Coal 

Others 

Manufacturing 

Food & beverages 

Textile products 

Wood products 

Paper products 

Chemical products 

Non-metal mineral prod. 

Basic metal 

Metal prod. & machinery 

Misc. manufacturing 

Total 

by Industry or Sector 
N Nt dN/N 
(1) (2) (3) 
4681.8 4786.4 2.2% 
84.7 106.4 25.6% 
41.5 38.4 
-7.5% 
43.2 68.0 57.4% 
414.9 1116.3 169.1% 
96.4 211.3 119.2% 
126.1 367.5 191.4% 
18.5 47.9 158.9% 
27.4 58.6 113.9% 
45.7 116.3 154.5% 
23.8 53.2 123.5% 
10.0 34.8 248.0% 
53.3 145.8 173.5% 
13.8 81.0 487.0% 
5181.5 6009.2 16.0% 
Notes: 
 Columns (1) and (2) represent the numbers of workers 
(farmers)

employed in 1960 and 1970 respectively. 
Column (3) indicates

the growth rate of employment between 1960-1970.
 
Columns (1) and (2) are 
in thousand workers.
 
SOURCES: See subsection (p. 12).
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TABLE A.2: Patterns of Income Distribution
 
(Mining-Manufacturing Workers) 
1960 1970 
Income 
bracket 
Labor 
income 
Total 
income 
NO. of 
workers 
Labor 
income 
Toral 
income 
No. of 
workers 
(1) 34482 34797 59861 59310 59891 152803 
(2) 54877 58074 118809 92544 97776 312636 
(3) 73296 80161 54584 127165 139318 140969 
(4) 90219 101358 43515 150781 168673 113337 
(5) 99144 112763 32806 175105 199819 76128 
(6) 112826 130580 27929 202624 236048 64425 
(7) 127160 149526 23762 230896 274275 49101 
(8) 145456 174441 34654 263192 318654 79276 
(9) 173870 214617 27953 304706 377503 64260 
(10) 195017 245185 20373 363034 463315 44523 
(11) 221556 284678 13630 407807 531067 30946 
(12) 246672 322845 9308 456073 606321 18961 
(13) 294282 398012 14746 542894 746725 33459 
(14) 367292 520091 6844 656958 941127 15991 
(15) 444828 656496 6907 808213 1212306 16430 
(16) 574110 900684 2378 1041886 1660388 5640 
(17) 783441 1331720 1197 1428584 2477850 2897 
(18) 896763 1596902 342 1685501 3063673 908 
All 115415 141790 499598 198008 245131 1222690 
Notes: Incomes are in won in 1970 prices. 
SOURCES: See subsection (p. 12). 
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TABLE A.3: Patterns of Income Distribution
 
(Farmers)
 
1960 1970
 
Land Farm Total No. of Farm Total No. of
 
holding income income farmers income income farmers
 
- .5 39886 58353 1415207 60878 119736 1306096
 
.5 - 1.0 54530 67407 1454109 98841 133375 1595493
 
1.0 - 2.0 84132 96996 1396393 148798 178458 1466532
 
2.0 - 115360 126435 416134 190089 223421 418355
 
All 64339 78742 4681843 111764 151337 4786476
 
Notes: Land holdings are in hectares.
 
SOURCES: See subsection (p. 12).
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